
RULE INTERPRETATION (NFHS Rule 9-2-3d) ILLEGAL USE OF HANDS AND HOLDING 
 
 

Rule 9-2-3d “A defensive player shall not … d. Contact an eligible receiver who is no 
longer a potential blocker.” 

 

Interpretation / Clarification 

There is no “chuck” rule in high school football. Remember that the defensive player does not 
know if that offensive player coming towards him is a blocker or a receiver, so the defense IS 
ALLOWED to legally ward off that offensive player until he reaches the yard line that the 
defensive player is on or cuts away from him. Pass interference restrictions start at the snap for 
the offense and start when the ball is in the air for the defense.  

When an eligible receiver goes downfield on a play where a forward pass crosses the neutral 
zone, he may not block an opponent until the pass has been touched.  A defensive player may, 
however, treat the receiver as a potential blocker and may use legal blocking techniques to 
ward him off before the pass is thrown.  If the receiver is not attempting to block the defender, 
by going past him (indicated by being on the same yard line or beyond) or running away from 
him (the defender is chasing the receiver), the defender may not make contact.  

Contact is allowed until the receiver occupies the same yard line as the defender. 

Continuous contact is illegal. 

 

For a defender to legally contact an eligible receiver anywhere on the field, the following must 
be true: 
  

 A legal forward pass that crosses the neutral zone must not yet have been 
thrown. 

 The receiver must be in front of the defender (not yet on the same yard line). 
 The receiver must not have turned away from the defender (defender is chasing) 

indicating he is running a pass route. 
 There must be some doubt as to whether the receiver is going to block the 

defender or run a route. 
  
If any of those four statements are false, the resultant contact is illegal. 

 

 


